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1 Executive summary 

On the 20th of September, a new internal edition of FERTINNOWAnews was sent to the 
consortium members of FERTINNOWA and the members of the External Advisory Board. This 
newsletter was informing mainly about the so far project outcomes and the short-term 
planning of the project. Particular attention was paid to the outcomes of the periodic review 
meeting which was held on the 18th of September 2017 in Brussels.  As well, the new series 
of information sessions were announced.  

17 of the 23 beneficiaries opened the newsletter. Nevertheless, the remaining 6 beneficiaries 
were also provided with the necessary information during the succeeding information 
sessions on the 4th and 5th of October 2017 and as well through the posts on Project Place.  

On the 4th of July and the 4th of September 2017, 2 external editions of FERTINNOWAnews 
were published. As the previous versions, both editions were translated into the 6 main 
languages (English, French, Dutch, Polish, Italian, Spanish) of the stakeholder group. On the 
newsletter of the 4th of July, the launch of the FERTINNOWA Technology database was 
announced. 35% of the subscribers opened the newsletter and the database was visited  77 
times directly through the newsletter. Shortly after the release of the FERTINNOWAnews, the 
content of the newsletter was reproduced by other online newsletters and spread to the 
broader public. As an example, the Dutch online newsletters Hortinext and Groentennieuws 
informed about to the launch of the FERTINNOWA technology database.  

Also, consortium members sent the newsletter to their broader network (CICYTEX, CERSAA) 
or posted the content on their website portals (PCG posted the content on Waterportaal). 

Only 2 months after the 4th newsletter, a new edition was sent out to announce FERTINNOWA 
2nd international workshop which will be held on the 15th and 16th of November 2017 in 
Naaldwijk, the Netherlands.  An opening rate of 35% was reached. 31% of the readers clicked 
one of the links provided in the newsletter. As was expected, readers of the Dutch edition 
clicked further to the newsletter links. The consortium members spread the newsletter to 
their broader network (PSKW, PCG, PCS, PCH, ZW).  
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2 Objectives 

The FERTINNOWA thematic network strives for a high degree of interaction. FERTINNOWA 
intends to create interaction both at internal and external level what makes a good and clear 
communication necessary. To support this internal and external communication, a digital 
newsletter, so-called FERTINNOWAnews, is distributed at least 2 times per year. Two versions 
of the E-newsletter are distributed: 

1. E-newsletter for stakeholders (external): 
a. Targeted audience: the broad target community of the project, the so-called 

“FERTINNOWA-platform for the exchange of knowledge on innovative water 
solutions for fertigation”. This platform consists of t:  

i. the consortium members  
ii. the stakeholders groups including policymakers, consumers, NGOs, 

the technology supply and fertiliser industry, growers, scientific 
community, farm advisers and knowledge institutions 

iii. the subscribers for the newsletter (through the website, through 
subscription lists provided during events, and so forth).  

b. Content: this E-newsletter publishes highlights of the project as well as 
general project news, event announcements, or invitations to participate in 
surveys; it is also posted on the website and is publicly available 
 

2. E-newsletter for consortium members and members of the External Advisory Board 
(internal): 

a. Targeted audience: 
i. members of the 23 FERTINNOWA beneficiaries  and  2  linked  third  

party  of FERTINNOWA (EUFRAS and DGDRPAC)  
ii. the 18 members of the External Advisory Board which are considered 

as an internal feedback body of the project 
b. Content: The internal newsletter aims to give the consortium members and 

members of the EAB a complete overview of the status of the current actions 
of FERTINNOWA and the short-term expectations. Therefore this newsletter  
includes: 

i. the highlights of the meetings of the Executive Board 
ii. status of the different work packages 

iii. practical information like deadlines, expectations, guidelines, and so 
on. 

The internal newsletter is available on Project Place and placed on a restricted 
area of the FERTINNOWA website. Consortium members and members of the 
EAB have access to this web-page. 

This deliverable (D6.5) report is aiming to inform the European Commission about the release 
and impact of the fourth internal and external newsletter. 
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3 Release of the 4th internal E-newsletter 

 Date of release 

The 4th edition of the internal version of FERTINNOWAnews was released on the 20th of 
September 2017. The release of the 4th edition was initially planned in June 2017 but was 
delayed because:  

 A significant part of the consortium was out of office during July and August. As the 
internal edition of FERTINNOWAnews informs the partners of the upcoming tasks, this 
information would get lost  

 The Executive Board wanted to inform the consortium members in more detail about 
the outcomes of the periodic review meeting which was held on the 18th of September 
2017 

The delay did not impact the project as Project Place was used to notify members of urgent 
issues. 

 Content 

The internal edition of the FERTINNOWAnews was sent to both the consortium members as 
well as the members of the External Advisory Board (EAB). The two editions differed slightly. 
In the edition for the consortium members, links are provided to go directly to the relevant 
documents on Project Place. In the edition for the members of the EAB, these links are missing 
as members of the EAB have no access to Project Place. In case relevant documents need to 
be provided, members of the EAB can consult these documents on the restricted page of the 
FERTINNOWA website. In the edition for the members of the EAB, sections requesting 
immediate action of the consortium members, e.g., signing up for the information sessions, 
were removed.  

 

The 4th internal edition of FERTINNOWAnews informed the consortium members about:  

 The outcomes of the periodic review meeting which was held in Brussels on the 18th 
of September 

 The status of the Amendment 

 The preparation of the 3rd General Assembly 

 The announcement of the next series of information sessions 

 The status of the different activities and tasks that were carried out in the past 6 
months. Examples including the status of the TRDs and the release of the first series 
of PAs, the status of the fertigation bible, the communication plan, etc.  

 The upcoming FERTINNOWA events and events where FERTINNOWA aims to be 
represented 
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 The internal FERTINNOWA newsletter 
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 Distribution list 

The 4th internal newsletter was sent to: 

1. The complete FERTINNOWA consortium consisting of both technical and financial 
persons involved in FERTINNOWA. The distribution list included 98 members 

2. The 18 members of the External Advisory Board 

 Report 

In total 37 consortium members, representing 17 of the 23 beneficiaries, opened the 
newsletter. The number of subscribers that opened the newsletter increased slightly 
compared to the previous edition where 15 of the 23 beneficiary organisations opened the 
newsletter. The click rate of 46% or 62 clicks (compared to 9 for the previous edition) reflects 
the interactive character of the newsletter.  

The internal newsletter acts as a guiding tool for the consortium members to carry out short-
term actions. Most readers opened the registration form on project place to register for the 
3rd GA and the 2nd international workshop organized by FERTINNOWA.  The beneficiaries that 
did not open the newsletter were contacted and requested to take part in the information 
sessions.  

As mentioned before, the internal newsletter has to be considered as a tool that gives 
consortium members the complete overview of the outcomes and planned actions of the 
project. Most of the topics mentioned in the newsletter are already communicated to the 
consortium through Project Place and are explained in detail during the information sessions. 
As a result, all consortium members, even those who do not open the newsletter are being 
informed. During these sessions, the outcomes achieved in the past 6 months were presented 
again, and the short-term actions were explained and discussed. In this way, the whole 
FERTINNOWA consortium was reached and informed. 

In total, 10 out of the 18 subscribers to the EAB edition of FERTINNOWAnews opened the 4th 
internal edition.  
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Table 1 Overview of the newsletter reports for both the Consortium and External Advisory Board edition. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Consortium External Advisory Board 

Nr of subscribers 98 18 

Subscribers that opened the 
newsletter 

40% 53% 

Clicked  17 2 

Total clicks 62 2 

Clicks per topic:  

Agenda 3rd GA 

Registration form GA 

Periodic report  

Overview status TRDs 

Overview status PA 

Technology database 

Other  
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4 Release of the 4th and 5th external E-newsletter 

 Date of release 

In the period of M12 to M21, 2 external editions of FERTINNOWAnews were released. This 
edition was launched on the 4th of July 2017. Two months later, on the 4th of September, the 
5th external edition of FERTINNOWAnews was launched to inform subscribers about the 2nd 
international workshop organised by FERTINNOWA. 

 Content 

The 4th edition of FERTINNOWAnews focused on the launch of the FERTINNOWA technology 
database. The newsletter informed the readers about the different features of the database. 
In this edition, also the first technology exchanges were highlighted, and the upcoming events 
where FERTINNOWA would participate were listed.  

The next edition of FERTINNOWAnews was published to announce details about 
FERTINNOWA’s 2nd international workshop. In the previous edition, a save the date was 
included, but in this edition, more details were provided about the 2days program, the 
possibilities to subscribe both as a participant or exhibitor, etc. 
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 The 4th FERTINNOWA newsletter  
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 The 5th external newsletter  
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 Report  

The 4th edition of the FERTINNOWAnews was translated as the previous version in 6 languages 
(English, French, Spanish, Dutch, Polish and Italian). In this way, we cover the native languages 
of the major part of the stakeholder group. In totally, the translated editions of the 4th issue 
of FERTINNOWAnews were successfully distributed to 546 subscribers of which 190 opened 
the newsletter. The opening rates varied from 25-26% (English and Italian edition) to 56% 
(Polish edition).   29% of the people that opened the newsletter, who also clicked at least one 
of the links. The majority of this group visited the technology database (81 clicks of the 132 
clicks). Also, the event and conferences section was frequently clicked (19 clicks out of the 
132).  

The  5th edition of FERTINNOWAnews was successfully distributed to a total of 563 
subscribers.  

An opening and click rate 35% and 31% were achieved, respectively. There is a broad variation 
in the opening rate, depending on the language and regional localisation of the newsletter. 
The Dutch edition was opened by 42% of the subscribers, and up to 49% of these readers 
opened at least one of the news items.  While the 4th edition was opened on average 4.3 times 
per reader, the 5th edition was opened 6 times. Compared to the previous edition, the number 
of total opens has slightly increased.  

The article regarding the agenda of FERTINNOWA 2nd international workshop was by far the 
item with the most clicks. Also, the more detailed program items like the sections on the 
interactive tours, exhibitors information page, field visits information pages, etc. were 
frequently clicked.  
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Table 2 Report 4th external newsletter: Announcement FERTINNOWA TECHNOLOGY DATABASE 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 English Spanis
h 

Dutch Italian Polis
h 

French Tot
al 

Averag
e 

Subscribers (successfully 
delivered)  

175 139 118 32 9 73 546  

Opened  46 
(26%) 

53 
(38%) 

49 
(42%) 

8 
(25%) 

5 
(56%

) 

29 
(40%) 

190 35% 

Total opens  135 171 316 30 9 168 829  

Clicked  9 (20%) 10 
(19%) 

20 
(41%) 

2 
(25%) 

3 
(60%

) 

11 
(38%) 

55 29% 

Total clicks 14 24 58 4 4 28 132  

Clicks per topic:  

- Link to the database 
- FERTINNOWA 

workshop 
- Conferences and 

events  
- Other 
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Table 1 Report 5th external newsletter: Announcement F2nd FERTINNOWA workshop, the Netherlands  

 

Several consortium members distributed the translated newsletters to their broader network.  

As an example, PSKW has sent the Dutch edition to 1.131 contacts, mainly consisting of 
growers, suppliers (technology, fertilisers, etc.), advisors, policymakers, etc. Almost 37% of 
these subscribers opened the newsletter.  

 

 English Spanish Dutch Italian Polish French Total Average 

Subscribers (successfully 
delivered)  

176 142 130 33 9 73 563 - 

Opened  50 (28%) 54 (40%) 53 (42%) 8 (25%) 4 (44%) 32 (44%) 201 35% 

Total opens  364 214 411 43 12 173 1.217 - 

Clicked  12 (24%) 11 (20%) 26 (49%) 0 1 (25%) 13 (41%) 63 31% 

Total clicks 30 26 58 0 2 43 159 - 

Clicks per topic:  
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Figure 1 Report of the 5th  FERTINNOWAnews send to the PSKW network.  

 

 Uptake by the media 

Shortly after the release of the 4th edition of FERTINNOWAnews, the content of the newsletter 
was reproduced by different external online newsletters example e.g. the Dutch newsletters 
Hortinext1, Groentennieuws2. Moreover, the launch of the technology database was 
announced at different websites like for example the website of the Flemish Waterportaal3.  

 

                                                      

1 https://hortinext.nl/fertinnowa-lanceert-databank-duurzaam-watergebruik/ 
2  http://www.groentennieuws.nl/artikel/160147/FERTINNOWA-lanceert-technologie-databank 
3 
http://www.waterportaal.be/Publicaties/Actueelnieuws/TabId/257/ArtMID/730/ArticleID/59/FERTINNOWAs-
technologie-database.aspx 

https://hortinext.nl/fertinnowa-lanceert-databank-duurzaam-watergebruik/
http://www.groentennieuws.nl/artikel/160147/FERTINNOWA-lanceert-technologie-databank
http://www.waterportaal.be/Publicaties/Actueelnieuws/TabId/257/ArtMID/730/ArticleID/59/FERTINNOWAs-technologie-database.aspx
http://www.waterportaal.be/Publicaties/Actueelnieuws/TabId/257/ArtMID/730/ArticleID/59/FERTINNOWAs-technologie-database.aspx
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Figure 2 Publication of the FERTINNOWA database in the Dutch online newsletter of Hortinext on the 7th of 
July 2017 
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5 Conclusion 

Within M12 to M18, it was initially planned to send out a 4th edition of both the internal and 
external version of FERTINNOWAnews.  

The release of the internal newsletter was delayed until the 20th of September 2017 due to 
several reasons:  

 At M18, the holiday season started and many consortium members and members of 
the EAB were out of office for approximately 2 months 

 The periodic review meeting was set on the 18th of September. The Executive Board 
wanted to inform the consortium and EAB members of the outcomes this meeting  

The newsletter was opened by 17 of the 23 beneficiaries. The Executive Board made sure that 
the remaining 6 beneficiaries were also informed about both the project outcomes and 
forthcoming plans through posts on Project Place and the information sessions that were 
organised at the 4th and 5th of October 2017.  

Half of the members of the External Advisory Board opened the internal newsletter.  

In the same period, M12 to M21, 2 external newsletters were sent to FERTINNOWA 
stakeholders. One edition launched on the 4th of July and focused on the release of the 
Technology database. 35% of the subscribers opened this newsletter, and the technology 
database was visited 81 times directly through the newsletter.  

Only 2 months later, the next newsletter was sent out to inform the subscribers in detail of 
the upcoming FERTINNOWA international workshop in the Netherlands on the 15th and 16th 
of November. An opening rate of 35% was reached. As was expected, the click rate of the 
readers of the Dutch edition was significantly higher when compared to the click rated of the 
other translated editions.  

As happened with the previous versions, the 4th external edition of FERTINNOWAnews, was 
as well distributed to a broader network. Consortium members spread the newsletters to 
their network (e.g., CICYCTEX and PSKW) which increases the impact of the newsletter 
significantly. ,Moreover, the newsletter content was copied to other digital newsletters, 
which again increases the impact of the newsletter in a very significant way.  
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6 Annex 1: Covers of the translated editions of the 4th issue of 
the external FERTINNOWAnews 

Dutch translation  French translation 

  

Italian translation Spanish translation 
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Polish translation 
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7 Annex 2: Covers of the translated editions of the 5th issue of 
FERTINNOWAnews 

 

Dutch translation French translation 

 
 

Italian translation Spanish translation 
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Polish translation  
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8 Annex 3: Reproduction of the digital newsletter by the 
broader media  

 Publication in Groentennieuws  
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 Publication on the Waterportaal website  

 

 


